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Tonya Littmann
Obsession

fiber
36” x 23”
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A Canine Perspective

I feel the call to go into the yard
before I hear the voice, and I quickly
fashion my four-legged response straight to the door.
I don’t hear the fall of  the tail-whipped cactus,
but I feel the pinecone seeds,
chewed on the living room rug,
as they stick and catch in my pads.

Give me a word about going onto the grass
and I am all about one direction: outside!
I dig up my bone, trot it to Her feet
and put my paw on it for ownership.
I let Her take it of  course, because
she seems to like this game.

We watch the stump slip through the wind
and stick into soil in a single moment of  brightness,
where my bone strikes the ground straight in
and I try to leave it that way--
until my hackles tingle with change
and I bark at the overalls chewing up the dryer,
before I shoot across the yard toward my bone--
the only real goal in sight.

© 2013 Beth Honeycutt
All rights reserved
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Abigail Miller
untitled pendant

fossil ammonite, copper, ocean 
jasper, shell beads

3” x 2.5”
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Ammonite

Innocent cephalopod, bouncing on bubbles in ancient seas,
knows nothing of  Moloch’s or Yahweh’s rites of  child sacrifice,
survival after fire or flood in drunken orgy. How far away
would planets be for us to see them as they were nearly
half  a billion years ago? Thick and fast in star-life terms,
fossil bodies pile up on the ocean-workshop floor. Survivors
question an imaginary craftsman: what do you think 
you’re doing? seeking tragic meaning in extinction.

Whorled chambers for air propulsion are vessels of  beauty,
tracing the golden section before the golden mean, or Hathor,
the golden calf, or the coiled shofars of  sheep-headed Amun.
When did we replace such wonders of  unfurling life itself
with the craftsman’s idols?  A word or a book or a rule of  numbers
turns us from joy in our living flesh to disregard for bodies 
as waste heaps of  discarded minerals, pillars of  salt. 
Here, look: polished surface sparkles, beckoning us back 
along the helix, for one last spiral dance.

© 2014 Lydia Alexander
All rights reserved
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Tonya Littmann
Blue Fish

fiber
19.5” x 17”
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Angelfish

My mother
taught me how to judge
and how to be forgiving;
the ins and outs,
the whys and whens
of  many rules for living.

In time 
those strictures fractured,
and she, knee-deep in shards,
as one by one
their rounds they walked
freed her weary guards.

These days
she swims green depths of  sea
in shimmering reefs of  light
where patterns change, 
disperse, shift shape;
her constant now -
delight.

© 1997 Christine Irving
All rights reserved
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Olivia Walker
Elevated Slumber

watercolor, colored pen, pencil
14.5” x 18.5” 
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At Home in the Trees

Some people say, “You call it a drey.”
In England and Ireland the same.
Others contest, “It’s only a nest!”
“Don’t call it that outdated name.”
Squirrels don’t care if  we call it “a lair,”
or call it “a cave,” or “puffed rice.”
But biologists, and teachers at best,
say, “Some terms should be more precise.”
Squirrels’ way of  telling what makes a good dwelling
is one that can  ‘hold-in-the-breeze.’
If  there’s no hollow, they will follow
their instinct for building in trees.
Where limbs branch away, they’ll build in one day
a round home from sticks gnawed just right.
The leaves may be on or they may be gone,
but twigs, with some weaving, fit tight.
Inside you’ll find, some leaves that are lined
with dried grass and things from close by.
A home for just one, but when it is done,
they may give another a try.
A drey is a nest, but let me protest,
it should be terrific to be more specific!
—It’s a storm shelter built in one day!

© 2013 Becca Hines
 All rights reserved 
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Mary Wright
Marking Time ‘til Rain

mixed media on cradled birch
24” x 18”
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Big Bend Magic

Dry earth swirls as dust in a hot, persistent wind
Where even cactus and mesquite struggle to survive.
The desert is in charge of  land we call Big Bend
Where javelinas, snakes, and lizards live and thrive.

Late one afternoon, dark thunder birthed the rain,
It rained all night, a soothing symphony.
Morning mist revealed a magic I could not explain;
A rainbow arced across a flower covered sea.

The sparkling mist spread a veil across the land,
Kissing it with rainbows, a promise and a blessing.
A rushing, roaring torrent was the placid Rio Grande
Its angry, secret nature reluctantly confessing.

Alas, too soon, all flowers wilt and disappear.
Mist and rain are gone, the wind returns the mud to dust.
The river sleeps within its banks, and we cheer
The magic Mother Nature produced for us.

© 2014 Jacqueline Stem 
All rights reserved
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Randy Honeycutt
Dusk Tones

photograph
16” x 24”
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Blues, Within the Shadows

Back city street blues
unfold down a metal staircase
leading away from the crowds
at the front of  the oyster bar,
the jostling of  notes for proper position
as unsettling as elbows bantering 
for room above the peanut-shelled floor.
This is a night for being alone,
a good time to listen,
to slip out into the silence of  one’s soul,
to enter emptier spaces
searching for words 
under the high window’s shine,
tracking thoughts into dim alleys
of  the collective unconscious.
Passing other artists with empty hands, 
looking for that sentence or phrase
sloppily strewn behind a trash bin, 
summarily slammed against a curb, 
or even, hastily hung from a bare bulb
whose yellow sheen angles brazenly
above a green door, I
ultimately find the elusive ideas
back home, neatly tucked into empty pockets. 

© 2015 Beth Honeycutt
All rights reserved 
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Terry Karloff
Untitled

photograph
14” x 11”
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First Kiss 
for Mary

The chocolate prints against a dress 
still stiff  from starch & sunshine gave 
me away. Those jingling silver coins 
which should have been tucked safely
in my pocket to take home to Mother 
neatly lay in a cash register’s smart
compartments, but not due to the rising 
cost of  bread, as I had told her.

After, when sore bottomed & tucked 
into my nightgown, I savored the creamy 
sweetness I neglected to brush away 
at bedtime. It’s why guilt can taste
so soothing & why, years later,
crackling cellophane can sound
wickedly & secretively delicious.

© 2012 Samika Swift
All rights reserved
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Lori Maclean
Garden Series II

acrylic on canvas
20” x 30”
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God Is 
     (1 Peter 4:7 The end of  all things is near.)

The sky is blue, garden eggplant is purple,
the caressing rose array has colorful complexions
 God is Landscape Artist.
Sun and showers grow the lush lawn
 God is Gardener.
Porcelain pitcher’s cold water quenches my thirst   
 God is Living Water.
Life abounds all around, surround sound
 He is Master Musician.
My sisters play and pray in silence
 He is the Word.
My heart magically beats...
 He is Lover of  my soul.
Wisdom and discernment is imparted to His children
 He asks only for our trust.

Since Adam’s sin in the first garden, life   
                                   fades, rusts, and dies.
But God is forever, and because Jesus is my Savior, 
                                   my eternity is secure in heaven!

© 2012 Cindy Guthrie Wood
All rights reserved
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Christie Wood
Hope

stained glass
18” x 17”
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Hats Off  to the Heroes 

Heroes are like stars glowing at night in different shapes.      
When the sun shines, their light never really fades.        
They surf  the oceans, dancing with the waves,     
 or climb cliffs, making viewers shake.
They dare to walk on high-wires,            
to hug tigers, or coil a snake.                   
Breathtaking endeavors become their passion.
 Hats off  to the heroes for what they undertake.
Such courage and strength are especially needed
 when faced with catastrophes, either natural or manmade,
 which may hit in a second, leaving the lucky to wade.         
 How heroes are needed  to step up to the plate!
Whenever lives are at stake,           
they search in mountains, walk through fire, or dive in lakes;   
mend a crack, change the climate, or wipe out hate.
Pray they lift clouds, open dialogue’s gate,
and even discover, in the rough, the hidden jade,
working together to better the human fate,                 
like stars shining in the dark … for peace and humanity’s sake!

© 2014 Vicky Li 
All rights reserved
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Laurie Weller
Triskelion 1

acrylic on wood
12” x 12”
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Heartwood

Adrift upon deep waters
a woman dreams;
fist tight-clenched
around the thread
of  her own labyrinth.

Years ripple around her 
in fast-expanding rounds, 
furthermost so distant now
she barely remembers
events that shaped it.

The rings,
their ever-widening gyre 
alive with consequence,
still beget reaction and response.

Each changing breath, each 
influential heartbeat
upsets a balance,
steadies an equilibrium.

She dreams of  Rumi’s garden
just beyond the gateposts 
action, no-action
all the same.

© 2013 Christine Irving 
All rights reserved
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Jo Williams
Remembering Marie

watercolor
25” x 17”
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Hibiscus Twilight

Almost sunset, evening light anxious
as it approaches the horizon.
Against the shaded fence a single hibiscus
stretches her glorious burgundy face and petals;
hoping to catch the last dying rays of  the sun,
one more spoonful of  warmth.

As dusk settles she wraps her petals around her
like a blanket to embrace the memory of  this day.
Perhaps she realizes . . . 
morning will not bloom for her.

© 2014 Patrick Lee Marshall
All rights reserved
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Darla Bostick
Backyard Beauties

watercolor
22” x 15”
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Honeysuckle 
for Patrick

Each spring I’d wait for your hopeful blooms
to burst forth from a wall of  humming green 
at the end of  my drive. Picking those whose
white & yellow & speckled red faces promised 
the most nectar, I’d sit near your roots, watching 
hide & seek bees gathering gifts for their queen. 
Mississippi heat already beading my forehead, I 
quenched such thirst with the cool sweetness hidden 
inside you, pulling back your vulnerable petals; 
hands tattooed with my own winding vines: 
asphalt prayers grinding under silver skateboard 
wheels.  Some others? Artwork from middle school’s 
angry inhabitants – the ones waiting to slap 
notebooks engraved with punk band names 
& death metal lyrics. Here among your intoxicating 
sweetness, I did not have to fight.

When the snake which draped itself  around the dense 
harbor of  your branches, pushed its curious head 
toward mine, I did not break my stillness, only met 
his gaze. Understanding I was no enemy, he’d greet
me each time I returned for more honey. 

© 2012 Samika Swift
All rights reserved
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Angelia Ford
Inspiration

mixed media
12” x 12”
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Inspiration

Such passion erupts when thoughts arise,
heart racing, mind brimming with joy.
A spiritual surge,
an intense desire consumes,
the soul begging for compliance, 
nurtured dream
jotting down passions in a thunderous grip.
Energy levels rising,
A moan dangles in the back of  the throat.
Anticipations pain the chest,
not physical -- emotional.

© 2005 Stacy Tompkins 
All rights reserved 
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Angelia Ford
Architect

ebony pencil and graphite on paper
22” x 30”
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Know Thyself

The geometry of  the soul
Sketch of  the architect
Lines bring order to chaos
Anvil of  the blacksmith
Hammer destroys dogma

Images entrenched in myth
Unknowable angles
Inaccessible unconscious
Boundless matrix
Landscape of  dreams

From the unknown
comes the known
From nothingness
comes the thing itself
Within the creation
the very essence of  creator

© 2014 Marjorie Chesebro
All rights reserved
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John Calabrese
Pillar of  Creation

graphite on paper
17” x 13”
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Lady Night Benign

Oh, Night! Thou enfold the world in darkness;
illumine it with magnum plenilune
and megastars. Share, is there a mile bridge 
between body and soul? A world of  wars

or a sky of  pulsars? Share thy secrets 
lovely dame, share thy smile. Is in darkness 
or transparency thy nocturne desires
abide? Or is friendship in community  

what thou wish to dare or try? Or the love 
of  man and woman in obscurity, not light?
Tell if  righteous actions have some meaning
or all actions are futile? Is it “all”

already planned? Manifest Destiny,
is it written in the sky? And, no matter
what we humans think, say or do?  
Lots of  questions silent dame.  

Thou who see the dreams of  all, Lady
Night Benign, stay and answer … don’t depart.

© 2013 Nancy W. De Honores
All rights reserved
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Andrea Albright
Sunlit Meadow

watercolor
10.25” x 14.25”
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Life Goes on Across the Meadow

Beyond our creaky farmhouse gate, a field of  grain swept on 
toward the rolling meadow. A flock of  sheep grazed there 
giving a sense of  serenity and timeless beauty. Boys would 
wade and fish the nearby stream. Old men reminisced about 
life without war, when peace was the norm, and people just 
worked the fields. Our fathers understood this timeless 
pattern; rural folks farm the land—creating scenes imitated by 
a folk-art painting, a calm and peaceful setting, delightful yet 
serene. Wheat heads sway in waves across the field, cattle 
lowing, sheep bleating, each slakes its thirst in the trickling 
stream. Farmers know the risks, and pray for rain, struggling 
as blades of  grass wilt. Across the meadow, crops wither in 
dusty soil. All creatures yield to these cycles; bountiful or 
barren, life ebbs and flows, but, rain brings vitality and verdant 
fields where the meadow stretches beyond the stream,         
a timeless reminder of  a rich rural life.

© 2014 Richard L Weatherly  
All rights reserved
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Gail Cope
Laniakea

mixed media
40”x 30”
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Laniakea

We stand in the glory of  the light
of  one hundred million billion suns,
from forces detected, our greatest cosmic structure, 
one hundred 
thousand galaxies 
inferred, not conceived, a supercluster of  stars 
longer-lived and yet as mortal as we are:
the Milky Way one twinkling point on the tip of  a trailing plume 
splashed out streaming across a barely imaginable expanse
of  night. Earth is as a quantum, the planetary worlds 
of  our solar system no bigger than subnuclear particles  
to any gods there were. They would have to collide them 
to find us here at all. One hundred million billion mortal Suns
live and die and recombine, but not for us. Merely spiritual
souls under a jealous human Canaanite storm-god
are too small 
to comprehend the immensity of  Nature, 
of  the physical. 
We all stand bathed in the glory of  Laniakea, 
Immeasurable Heaven,
needing no other reward or justification, needing no other
consolation or justice.
Nothing else before this.

© 2014 Lydia Alexander
All rights reserved
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Becca Hines
A Study for Honored Lives

watercolor and ink
9.5” x 9”
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Looking for Blue

October 16, 2013
Standing in the city cemetery, 
I look at the bluer than blue sky.
I feel like God has stopped the rain
this afternoon for my family.

I look at my parents’ combined tombstone
and I remember my mom’s blue pant suit 
and my dad’s short-sleeved pale blue shirt
he wore when we played 42, a dominoes game he loved.

I seem to remember a royal blue backpack
my oldest brother would strap behind
his heavy wheelchair so long ago
before this last adventure that brought 
all of  us back to our hometown.

But death does not like bright colors.
Custom says death likes black.

Though I wore a deep maroon blouse
with gray pants this cool October afternoon,
I covered the color with a thin black jacket 
and fit in with most of  the men in the group.

Even the dirt the cemetery workers used
to cover the brown coffin
delivered deep into the ground
remained coal black.

© 2013 Betty Roberts
All rights reserved
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Mindy Faubion
Light Within
watercolor

20” x 29.25”
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Mindy’s  Mollusk

Inside this unique shell,   
well, who can really tell...  
perhaps it’s roaring waves 
or “Christ’s then open grave,”
wind blowing barley grass,
a floating, sailing mass?
Oh, you can surely hear
“stars fix’d unto their spheres,”
the ocean’s deepest floor
inside squid’s shipwrecked door.
A learned child could voice
his answer with rejoice --
Echoes of  God’s own breath
we hear until our death. 

© 2014 Cindy Guthrie Wood
All rights reserved

(Quotes, line four: from 
Matthew Arnold’s “Obermann 
Once More.”    
line eight:  from  Andrew Marvell’s 
“Two Songs at the Marriage of  
the Lord Fouconberg and
the Lady Mary Cromwell.”)
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Junanne Peck
Fish Moon

intaglio
5.5” x 7”
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Moon Worship

Tip toeing 
Like a cheating lover
Drunken moon
Showed up at midnight

© 2014 Masood Parvaze
All rights reserved
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Carmen Underwood
Music Is

watercolor, collage, colored pencil
22” x 15.75”
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Music Is

Music is water flowing down hill;
the cadences pool and pause and flow again.
The ripples duet and sing together,
their harmony becomes their strength
to grow beyond each single strain.

Music is wind that changes the sky,
the clouds the visible signs to hold the rain.
Thunder builds the tension that phrases need
to carry forward the refrain.

Music is the open land,
made of  relentless cadential evasion,
across a prairie vista  wide,
broad passacaglia phrases   
majestic in their marching stride.

Music is color beyond the moon,
muted strings that glow in star dust, 
softly dissonant, twisting clashes
that restrain all movement until
the light goes out.

Music is the hurricane; trumpets and horns
declare the triumph of  the storm.
The necessary crash of  sounding 
cymbal punctuates the fanfare;
ascendency is music’s gain.

© 2014 T. Jervis Underwood
All rights reserved
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Mindy Faubion
November Rose

watercolor
22.5” x 29.5”
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November Rose

A single rose blooms late this year,
its petals bright as autumn leaves.
Did it forget that winter’s near
to dare to mimic changing trees?

The oak soon leaves its branches bare,
accepting nature’s fateful loss.
This blossom though is so contraire
to laugh in face of  certain frost.

The colors signal coming cold,
yet still November rose does thrive,
recalling fondly days of  old,
content to know it’s still alive.

© 2013 Robert Schinzel
All rights reserved
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Jo Williams
Bathed in Sunlight

watercolor
15” x 16.5”
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One Song
You ask if  I will ever grow tired
of  the same eyes,  the same cheeks,
the same hand curled in mine…
There are many things I do not know –
like quantum physics, 
the paths of  shooting stars,
the language of  elephants,
the next Vesuvius eruption,
the rise and fall of  Earth’s waters.
Man was not made to soothsay.
But this I do know –
the first time I saw you,
something smoothed across my skin
like dawn along the eyelid of  darkness;
hunger rushed its desires
from my belly to my heart.
Still, when you turn to me
in the wee hours of  the morning,
the world shakes and settles
as it should;
the woes of  night 
scatter like fleeing crows;
and in the fields,
the old Earth rises anew,
birds begin their one and only song,
and sunflowers lift their ancient faces
to the very same sky –
the Sun, a golden goddess in their eyes.

© 2014 karla k. morton
2010 Texas Poet Laureate
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Eloise Sears
Early Morning Paper Route

gouache
10.725” x 14.5”
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Paper Route

I delivered papers
in a town so long ago.
I rose before the light to tie
them up with twine,
and bag, and hang them from the bars.
There were no lights to wash the stars,
nor catch the one that fell.
The town was silent
as I pedaled up and down the hills;
the darkened houses had no life awake
before the hour of  dawn.
I’ve seen the town again in recent years;
the pace the people live
has quickened beyond measure.
Stars are born, but hide
and give no one the pleasure
of  their shine.
The news from flashing screens
replaces papers that I threw.
The dogs I greeted with the dew are gone;
the streets of  the old town are never still.

© 2014 T. Jervis Underwood
All rights reserved
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Ingrid Scobie
Deconstructing Tokyo
paper and plexiglas

46” x 40”
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Place of  the Rising Sun   日本

Dawn breaks above empty sidewalks,
gilds the tip-top edge of  dark urban canyons.

Currents stir at the hint of  heat, swirl around towers,
tease aloft yesterday’s throw-away papers 
touting clubs, car shows and karaoke.
Peddling bras, sushi, stir fry, and hot jazz 
abandoned flyers glide through the Ginza, 
soar past penthouse apartments.

Calligraphy takes wing,
lifts itself  from broadsheets 
flies toward Fuji, trailing
micro-drops of  ink, infusing
the final night-dreams
of  a waking population.

Hello Kitty, chased by dachshunds, 
runs afoul of  brutal gangsters 
gift-wrapped in hachimaki -
narrow fabric headbands sporting slogans
dreamers read as divination.

Even in sleep, the printed word
offsets imagination. 

© 2015 Christine Irving
All rights reserved 
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Mine Parvaze
River in Sight; Thunderstorm

acrylic
18” x 24”
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River in Sight

There you are
Shimmering, slithering, meandering like a serpent
Cascading through mountains and snowy canyons
Exhausted, spent 
Now lying in tropical planes 
Your rills, your bogs and braided channels
Like open hair
Sleeping, yawning, arms stretched in miles
In shallow dunes and mud holes 
Sand barges, backwater pools
Your banks covered with pickle weed, and salt grass
Somewhere in this wet lush green magic
A delta is hiding in cattail curtains
Where Grandpa held his flower girl
And rolled in bulrush grass
You witnessed their passion 
You saw their story
You were calm and perhaps winked
Then headed to your estuary home

© 2014 Masood Parvaze
All rights reserved
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Roxanne Musick
Called Home

colored pencil
11” x 14”
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Rock On

We smiled when David announced 
in his sermon that the Apostle Peter’s 
real name was Rock Johnson.  He was, 
after all, the son of  John, and Jesus said
he would build his church on this rock.

And on our way home from church, when 
we found a turtle trying to cross the street 
and stopped for usual rescuing, rather than 
place it safely on the roadside, we took him 
home, set him free in our backyard,
and named him Rock Johnson.  But Rock 
proved to be spiritually keen. The rapture 
raised him immediately heavenward 
to spend eternity with true believers.

How else can we explain Rock’s escape 
from a yard tightly enclosed with six feet
of  wooden fence?  I checked for places 
he might crawl through. They were all sealed,
and no one used the gate from acquisition 
to search. I know flying impossible;
this turtle had no wings, little to thrust him
skyward. Rapture is the only explanation, 
and to be perfectly frank I’m glad.
Rock Johnson was a deserving turtle.

© 2002 J. Paul Holcomb
All rights reserved
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Aurora Cabrera
Untitled III
watercolor

30” x 22.5”
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Santa Fe Rose

In downtown Santa Fe
Near Water Street: stone fountain
Where rock tables are painted with chessboards
And children run through a cloud of  pigeons
On a bluish, black and white boulder
A single red rose lies with two loose petals
Its fragrance evident, color intact
A little wilted but still alive
So . . . tell me their story . . . my friend
I know they were here last night
Did you get smashed in their passionate embrace?
Did they have a lover’s argument?
Or
Were they sleepy, tired and
Just forgot their rose

© 2014 Masood Parvaze
All rights reserved
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Dawn Swepston
Into the Woods
oil on canvas

20” x 16”
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Sounds in the Forest

The rustling leaves beneath the heel
conceal the sounds of  forest glen.
But faintest voices soon reveal
their presence when the footfalls end.
The stillness seems in ways surreal
as moment’s pause lets whispers in.

The forest yields a quiet gift
for those prepared to softly hear.
A cautious foot now fears to lift
lest muted tones would disappear.
The secrets in the air adrift
alight upon the willing ear.

© 2013 Robert Schinzel
All rights reserved
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James J. Johnson
Mourning Dove Hill

watercolor
19.75” x 13.75”
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The Drum Beats Slowly on Mourning Dove Hill 

The drum beats slowly on Mourning Dove Hill
As a lonely bugler plays
A final, single note lingers and strays
Until the air is still.

White crosses mark lives unfulfilled,
The sound of  Taps hangs in waves.
The drum beats slowly on Mourning Dove Hill
As a lonely bugler plays.

Twenty-one guns fire salute at will,
Five jets fly by, one into the sunset strays 
A tribute to the cost freedom pays.
The flag presented, as tears softly spill.
The drum beats slowly on Mourning Dove Hill
As a lonely Bugler plays.

© 2014 Kathryn Magee
All rights reserved
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Ray Sears
Family Portrait

photograph
8.5” x 9.5”
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The Forgotten Family

They lived brief  lives.
Each had moments of  fame, frustration, or shame.
Harmony Logitech gave birth to the “Couch Potato.”
Family members changed over time.
Some thought they were independent, 
most needed help to get anything done.
The young one, as a sign of  the times, just had to have tats.
They now reside, buried side by side, in a drawer in my study.
The reason for their fall— 
iPhone and Siri came along and replaced them all. 
She handles phone calls, 
controls stereo, computer, Internet, and TV.
She reads emails to me
plays music or movies selectively,
controls my central air, and handles home security. 

This one device set the others free—
Now I sincerely hope . . . I don’t go thumb crazy . . . with this iPhamily! 

© 2014 Patrick Lee Marshall
All rights reserved
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Jackie Haugen
Icy Hot Night
mixed media

26.5” x 15”
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The Ice Cream Poem  
                     ( You are . . . )

My XtraSpecial Dip                            
The Too TwiceTasty Thrill                                                      
A DoubleScoop’d, Cream’dCone.    

Lookin’ Lucious, Lickin’Good
Hot With Your Fierce, Frozen Flame           
Meltin’ Me With Deep Desire.                                                                              

DeepDown ‘N  UpRight Delicious                         
( Such Is ) The SoScrumptious Delight       
A Sweetness To The Very Bone.                                                                                                        

This Treat Of  All Happy Summers                       
The Good Coolness of  Our Evenin’s                
A Clean, Purest Taste of  BackHome.                                           

The Refreshment of  the Dark’nin’, Firefly’d Lawn.                                                                                     

© 2014 Lloyd (Sandy) Sanborn           
All rights reserved
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Lin Hampton
Metal Mustangs
oil on canvas

30” x 24”
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The Mustangs of  Las Colinas

The horses race with heavy bronze-made feet 
through concrete creeks that splash the same each day.
One colt prepares eternally to play
and romp in water meant to taste as sweet
and rich as air would smell when prairie grass
stood tall on Texas plains instead of  brick.
There mustang herds would gather at the lick,
then gallop pell-mell up and through the pass
that leads us all through history’s past page
to jets on D/FW’s runways
and cowboys who cannot recall cow days.
I trust the artist who creates a stage
where metal mustangs run through Texas streets
and every day our history repeats.

© 2015 J. Paul Holcomb
All rights reserved
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Carol Rowley
Farmhouse at Dusk

watercolor
6.5” x 6.5”
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The Outsiders

“I say drop a mouse into a poem 
and watch him probe his way out…”
--Billy Collins

From the shed,
the back windows
of  our house
glow the warmest yellow,
and I pause,
because
I don’t remember
ever appreciating
feeling…
cozy
while inside.
As I settle my tools
against the wall,
close the squeaky door,
and crunch across the grass,
I wonder
if  this
is what goes through
the tiny hearts and minds
of  the shed mice
who live here –
always outside,
looking in.

© 2013 Annie Neugebauer
All rights reserved
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Gail Cope
The Point of  it All

mixed media on canvas
40” x 30”
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The Point of  it All

Move a point and make a line
 --- could be jagged, thick, or fine,
arched, continuous, left to right,
spiraled, scribbled, balled-up tight,
painted, penciled, ink-defined, 
paralleled, where some align;
bound in buildings, twisted, linked, 
cleaved by ax or chisel chinked.

Pronounced and bold, or just a sigh,
its place directs a viewer’s eye
to steep in wealth of  textured space
or pause to rest where just a trace
of  line implies that contours there 
suggest a shape . . . some  wisps of  hair.

The imagery of  what “lines” are
or how we ‘know’ them from afar
   --- a term compiled from what we see       
   --- a word we use descriptively
to simplify communication
and unify an explanation   
of  how things lie . . . in what direction?
Those marks in space, upon inspection,    
began somewhere . . . with just a point . . .
           Move that point.  You’ll make a line.* 

© 2014 Becca Hines
All rights reserved

    *  “A line is a dot that went for a walk!”  -- Paul Klee 
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Paula McClurg
Have a Heart

marker and colored pencil
13.5” x 10.5”
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The Tin Man

WORDS
We say them without thinking
Opening fresh wounds in others
because of  our own insecurities
Differences become concrete walls between us

We have created hearts of  ice and steel
Some melt when heat is added
Some bend under pressure
Some have learned the art of  deflection
like rubber bouncing off  a hard surface

We have created masks of  porcelain and plaster
Some shatter to reveal tears
Some break from the effort of  holding them in place
Some stay rigid
never revealing the face beneath

It is we who have created the tin man
We who have robbed him of  a heart

© 2014 Marjorie Chesebro 
All rights reserved
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Charles Arnold
Contemplation
copper wire

45” x 26” x 28”
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There is No Never-ending Party

There is no never-ending party,

There is no endless earthly life.
Time is an invisible knife,
Bit by bit it cuts a life without pity.

Every man has his vulnerability,
Every day calls for a risky dive.
There is no never-ending party,
There is no endless earthly life.

All humans are subject to the Almighty,
Why not behave – isn’t it the way to be alive?
Be kind to mankind; be nice to your husband or wife.
Live, and let live, better come to our sensibility.
There is never a never-ending party.

 © 2014 Vicky Li
 All rights reserved
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Stephanie Honeycutt
Tiny Connection

photograph
8” x 5.5”
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Three Hours Old

Observing her tiny tongue slip past parted lips,
I notice I no longer marvel
at the taste of  air,
no longer use that sense
to negotiate the world around me.

Limbs tucked close,
her body quiets into gentled patterns
of  lullabied breathing,
rocked so sweetly, rocking softly.

Fresh wrinkles stretch around her petite fingers
while I reflect on the feeling of  thoughts 
before the arrival of  words,
and remember to taste 
the wonder that things exist—
of  which I have not yet dreamed.

© 2014 Beth Honeycutt
All rights reserved 
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Ken Weaver
Wanona

photograph
11” x 14”
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Three-Masted Schooner Wanona

What remains of  the former Wanona -
A sleek, majestic schooner born on the wind 
while rising, falling with the rhythm of  the sea
through rolling Pacific waves, sailing from California 
to Washington ports, a lumber hauler and fishery.
She stands tall, unique in splendor, burnished 
wood with a rich patina, smooth to the touch  
she rises like a Phoenix from ashes transformed - 
former planks and beams repeating in rhythms, 
curves carved by a master sculptor  
enclosed, concave shapes yielding 
echoes of  her bulwarks and keel stretching  
to the heavens proud and tall, a monument, 
and tribute to the last of  her kind, a ship plying 
trade winds when driven sails tugged at three masts, 
hauling her from port, day-after-day as seamen
scurried decks, climbing rigging... 
gone but for memories, resurrected  
in a new form, a restored relic, rugged yet 
captivating thanks to the mind, and hands
of  the sculptor who carved her— 
a calming reminder for all who view.

© 2014 Richard Weatherly 
All rights reserved
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Tesa Morin
Threshold

archival pigment print
32” x 24”
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Threshold

( a reverso poem )

I like to think of  it this way:
On the Circle of  Life, 
Beginning and Ending meet in a doorway.

We stand there awe-struck, perhaps,
as we approach the threshold.
Fragile and wide-eyed, 
we know not the dangers waiting on the path ahead;
we simply see this beautiful world,
filled up with living,
ready to celebrate our arrival.
We smile as we step. 

We smile as we step,
ready to celebrate our arrival. 
Filled up with living, 
we simply see this beautiful world
we know, not the dangers waiting on the path ahead.
Fragile and wide-eyed
as we approach the threshold,
we stand there, awe-struck. Perhaps

Beginning and Ending meet in a doorway
on the Circle of  Life. 
I like to think of  it this way. 

© 2014 Christina Smith
All rights reserved
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Jan Jones
The Picture Shows

mixed media
14” x 11”
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20th Century Box

MGM’s king highlighted its power
to reaching the world with image and sound,
the roar sound intense, then short de-crescendo;
well tamed and prepared.
Drama seers astonished!

It’s not Yeats’ beast with the head of  a man
of  the “Second Coming,” a frightening sight
it’s simply a king roaring at work around
MGM’s cameraman.
Cartoons, the innocent watched.

And the world fell…
Fell in love with the themes,
and the acting this king represented.
Tech-evolution entered the century,
the king was ceased at his job.

MGM broke and with it did the visual.
Substitutes appeal to a rain of  stars, Pegasus, 
a Unicorn; now Pixels invade the planet’s big art, 
to continue the power of  
image and sound!

© 2013 Nancy W. De Honores
All rights reserved
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Iris Ann Moore
Praying Children

watercolor
27” x 18”
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When God’s Dear Children Pray

Each and every Earthly day, God’s dear children start to pray
They praise and pour out hearts’ desires. 
Their words rise up, higher, higher . . .
To where
Heaven’s gates open wide. 
Trinity side by side.
God sits up a little straighter. 
Glad to be the Mighty Maker.
Jesus reigns upon His throne. 
He beams blessings on His little ones.
Seraphim lean in close. Father, Son, and Holy Ghost...
Rulers of  this terrestrial ball listen to their children’s call.
All of  Heaven wears a smile. 
Perfect Peace reigns for awhile.
Their tender hearts are full of  love. 
Their spirits gentle as the doves.
“Thank you for our food,” they say.
“Thanks that we can laugh and play.”
God loves to hear His children talk. 
He seeks to bless their daily walk.
They cast on Him their every care. 
He will hear each sincere prayer . . .
When God’s dear children pray.

© 2014 Karona Drummond
All rights reserved
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James J. Johnson
Noir in Winter

photograph
8” x 10.75”
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When it snows in Texas

the streets belong to people, 
not cars.

The schools shut their doors
like grumpy great aunts
and tell us all to get off  the porch.
The banks turn people away like,
well, banks.
Even the grocery stores
seem to collapse inward
like an emptied bellows.

The streets become great, open
sidewalks and fields,
and the people,
we flock to them with wonder
brightening our cheeks
and bare hands shoved
into unprepared pockets.

Such glittering space, we marvel.
Such room to play.

© 2014 Annie Neugebauer
All rights reserved
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Sharon Warwick
Winter Trees

photography
20.5” x 15.5”
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Winter Beauty

Birds are quiet, snug in their nest.
Even squirrels are tucked away.
The air stands still.
A frozen world holds its breath.
The peacefulness of  a winter day.

Bare trees like black lace
Etched against a gray silk sky,
Silver ice drapes house and hedge,
Rooftops gleam with shining frost.
The beauty of  a winter day.

My house is warm, my pantry filled,
There is nowhere we have to go.
We cuddle down before the fire,
A good book, a cup of  tea, and each other.
The sanctuary of  a winter day.

© 2014 Jacqueline Stem 
All Rights Reserved
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Merging Visions
a collaborative exhibit of  art and poetry
What began as a casual conversation between two members of  the Denton Poets’ Assembly (DPA), one 
of  whom was also a member of  the Visual Arts Society of  Texas (VAST) Board, grew into the collabo-
rative exhibit that became known as Merging Visions. Recognizing that strong visual imagery can occur 
when reading many poems, they discussed the possibility of  pairing poetry with art, and displaying the 
two in an exhibition for the community. After hearing the idea, both VAST and DPA Boards promptly 
agreed there would be an interest  in such an exhibit and each should proceed in presenting it to their 
respective memberships.
In 2007, representatives from DPA and VAST formed a committee who worked to formulate the basis 
of  the exhibit: the name, the contracts and process through which the artist and poet could ‘pair’ their 
works, the development of  a logo, and many other details. It was decided either the artist or the poet 
could initiate the process. April was selected as an appropriate month for the exhibit as it would coincide 
with National Poetry Month.
By fall, the Denton Public Library agreed to co-sponsor the exhibit by hosting the exhibition in the 
branch libraries. Emily Fowler Central Library and North Branch Library hosted the first exhibit in April 
2008. The newly expanded South Branch Library joined as a third site for the exhibit in the year 2011. 
The exhibition relocated to the Meadows Gallery at the Patterson-Appleton Center for the Visual Arts 
in 2014, and the Greater Denton Arts Council joined as a co-sponsor. At that time, a “Peoples’ Choice 
Award” was added to allow attendees of  the exhibit to vote on which 3 poets and artists created the best 
‘pairings.’ After each exhibit, copies of  the catalog have been permanently placed in the three branches 
of  the Denton Public Library. In the fall of  2014, the Special Collections Department in the University 
of  North Texas Libraries indicated they would like to archive a single copy of  each consecutive issue of  
the Collections catalog.
Since the Poetry Society of  Texas considers poetry seen in the exhibition to have been published, and 
therefore not eligible for competition, VAST and DPA worked to commemorate each year’s entries by 
publishing a catalog in which the paired works would be displayed. VAST approached, and received, a 
grant from the Denton Benefit League (DBL) in 2011 to cover the costs of  printing the first catalog, 
entitled, Collections I. Copies of  the catalog were given to each branch library to distribute among inter-
ested patrons. This year, 2015, marks the production of  the fifth catalog, and again, VAST has received 
a grant from DBL to partially cover the printing costs of  this expanded edition. Most other major costs 
are divided between VAST and DPA.  
Each year, volunteers from VAST and DPA accomplish the remarkable task of  producing both an ex-
hibit and its accompanying color catalog. The catalog also underscores the basic theme of  this endeavor, 
that collaboration and new perspectives benefit everyone. Through it, the artist, the poet, and the viewer 
continue to share the ‘voice’ these two forms of  art lend to each other.
We are glad you chose to join us in celebrating these written and visual arts.    
 --- Denton Poets’ Assembly (DPA)
 --- Visual Arts Society of  Texas (VAST)
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Denton Poets’ Assembly
DPA Mission and Goals
Denton Poets’ Assembly, a chapter of  the Poetry  Society of  Texas and the National Federation of  State 
Poetry Societies, was founded in 2005.
Our vision statement: To provide a safe place in which to share, read and learn more about poetry as a 
supportive and creative community.
Membership
Membership is open to poets and poetry lovers who wish to support each other and poetry writing in 
the Denton County area. No dues are required for membership.
Meetings are held the third Saturday of  each month, from 10:00 a.m. until noon, at the Emily Fowler 
Central Library, 502 Oakland Street, Denton, Texas.
For More Information
Visit our website at www.DentonPoetsAssembly.weebly.com or contact Richard L. Weatherly,  
President, at weatherlyr@sbcglobal.net

Visual Arts Society of  Texas
VAST Mission and Goals
Organized in 1975, the Visual Arts Society of  Texas seeks to further community appreciation for and 
participation in the visual arts, provides opportunities for developing artists’ skills and expression, and 
offers fellowship with people of  similar interests.
VAST describes its mission as follows: Artists and community connecting to create and celebrate visual 
arts!
Membership
Those individuals desiring membership in VAST may join by paying the required dues. Membership is 
available at student, individual, educator, family, and supporting levels.
Monthly meetings featuring art demonstratins/lectures are held September through May generally on 
the first Thursday of  the month, 7-9 p.m. at the Patterson-Appleton Center for the Visual Arts, Denton.
For More Information
Visit our website at www.VASTarts.org or contact Jo Williams, President, at 940-383-1092 or  
texjo@msn.com.
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